Flexible duct connector is generally a 100 ft. long coil packaged in a two foot by two foot carton. Depending upon the specific type, its weight ranges between thirty five and eighty five pounds. Due to its size and weight; moving, uncoiling, and laying out material is often awkward at best. The Duro Dyne Connector Dispenser can relieve many of the difficulties associated with the handling of flexible connector.

Duro Dyne’s Model FDCAB3 keeps up to three rolls of 4x4x4 flexible duct connector or vane rail within easy reach, anywhere in the shop. Heavy Duty 360° caster wheels make movement around the shop possible, and ball transfers quickly dispense connector with a simple pull. A foot actuated brake locks the FDCAB3 in place when dispensing the connector. The shear attachment cuts the duct connector accurately and effortlessly.

**DISPENSER FEATURES:**

- Handles all common configurations of Duro Dyne Flexible Duct Connector
- Wheels lock to prevent dispenser from moving
- 360° casters for easy maneuverability around the shop
- Capacity for up to 3 rolls of Duro Dyne Flexible Duct Connector or Vane Rail
- Ball bearing rollers for effortless dispensing
- Shear attachment
  
  **Dimensions:**
  - 35 1/2” high to table
  - 40” wide
  - 56” long

See the reverse side for complete information on Duro Dyne’s Flexible Duct Connector Dispenser Shear.

**ITEM# 43008**

**FDCAB3**
Both cutting flexible duct connector and making straight cuts in light gauge steel can be difficult and tedious with hand shears or snips. The FDCS-10 significantly speeds up this operation and eases worker fatigue.

To operate it, simply insert the material, (up to 18 gauge), into the 10” clear throat and pull the handle down. Hardened steel blades cut quickly, cleanly and effortlessly.

The FDCS-10 can be mounted to any workbench by passing bolts or lag screws through the pre-drilled holes in the feet of the shear.

For safety, the FDCS-10 has a safety pin to lock the shear in the open position and hold the 30” long handle upright and out of the way.

Handle length: 30”
Capacity: 18 gauge
Height (not including handle): 11”